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CHAPTER 1The Scoop on
Upcycling

U
pcycling old clothes into fun, one-of-a-kind couture creations for kids is cre-

atively satisfying and economically sensible—plus it’s an earth-saving, “green”

endeavor. What more could you ask for in a hobby than saving the earth, pinch-

ing pennies, and tapping into your creativity all at the same time? Join the green club

and upcycle old clothing, linens, and fabric while releasing your inner creativity!

1
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Pierrot
You cannot walk into 

a toy store in France with-

out seeing that beloved 

old clown Pierrot. Remem-

ber that nursery lullaby 

Au Clair de la Lune that

addresses “mon ami 

Pierrot”? If you have ever

sung that sweet song to

your child, pay tribute to

the memory by upcycling

one of daddy’s sweaters

into a perfect little Pierrot

party frock for your sweet

little Clair de Lune.

12
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Lollipop
Flower
Skirt
Soft as cashmere and

sweet as sugar—this skirt

has it all! This is a simple

and practical project that

will expand a girl’s cool-

weather wardrobe and

give her an outfit she’s

always excited to wear.

Any pretty colored sweater

that has a flaw above the

height of the arm holes is 

a perfect candidate. It just

takes one straight cut from

armpit to armpit and you

are almost there!

14
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Our Lady
Upcycles
Color blocking, bling, cash-

mere—what more could a

girl want? Beautiful cash-

mere sweaters can be had

at the resale shops for very

little money. Sometimes

they may have a small

moth hole or snag in them

but there are plenty of cre-

ative ways around a little

snag or hole. That is what

buttons and patches and

trim are for!

The inspiration for this

jumper was a beautiful

sequined patch of Our Lady

of Guadalupe which was 

a souvenir of a special

vacation. The patch was 

so colorful and sparkly, it

cried out for a colorful and

simple companion. Three

yummy-colored, sliced 

and diced, recycled cash-

mere sweaters go together

quickly for a pretty simple

project that has a whole 

lot of curb appeal.

Keep it simple. Three

colors, three textures—

one big bling!

16
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Mr.
Monster
Cast-off or accidentally

felted sweaters make a

quick and easy way to

dress a guy in a warm

sweater and an imagina-

tive hug. Find your sweater

candidate, then brainstorm

with your little guy about

what he wants on the

sweater. Does he love

pirates? Monsters? Robots?

This little boy wanted a

green monster sweater 

to wear to scare his col-

leagues and that wish 

was pretty easy to make

come true.

19
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Dem Bones
There are few things 

little boys like as much as

trucks, motorcycles, and

skulls! This project is such

an easy and satisfying one.

With some shrunken or

felted wool sweaters and 

a scrap or two of felt you

can make a little man

happy and warm at the

same time.

21
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Heidi’s
Après Ski
Skirt
Fair Isle sweaters have an

eternal appeal. The moths

must have agreed with

that statement, as they ate

heartily from this one (as

well as the other three

solid-color sweaters used

in this little skirt). While

the larger parts of these

sweaters went to make

jumpers and dresses, the

sleeves were all that was

needed to make this sassy

little skirt. Doesn’t it look

like something Heidi would

wear by the fire in the ski

lodge with a ski sweater

and some faux fur-lined

boots? This is a pretty sim-

ple project which can be

made the easy way—

or (a little more difficult)

with pockets and trim.
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The
Littlest
Angel
Did someone read The 

Littlest Angel to you when

you were a child? My great

aunt read it to me many

years ago, and I pored over

the illustrations showing

the Littlest Angel all suited

up to bring special gifts 

to the newborn baby. This

pearl-encrusted sweater 

I found in a thrift shop

immediately brought that

dormant image back to 

my mind. A nice hot bath,

a few feathers, tulle, and 

a rummage through grand-

mother’s lace and ribbon

treasure box brought this

Littlest Angel sweater to

life. Can’t you picture a 

little angel in your family

attired in a dress, wings,

and halo like this? Some-

body grab the camera!

28
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This &
That Skirt
What fun it can be to

throw together some old

favorite T-shirts and stir

them up into a mash-up of

a funky new skirt. This skirt

is like a crazy quilt in some

ways; you are using what

you have, and the rules are 

few and far between.

This wraparound skirt

is composed of five pan-

els, but your skirt could

have more or fewer panels,

as long as it fits your little

sweetie. One of the panels

in this skirt is made from

two different T-shirts—the

top half of the panel is one

shirt and the bottom half 

is another. You can mix and

match your panels any way

you like in order to use

additional T-shirts.

34
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Sunset
Shift
This simple project 

produces such a pretty

ombre effect with very 

little effort. The hot pink 

T-shirt came to life when

the three shades of orange

T-shirt strips were sewn on.

Picture your little seashell

sifting sand at the seashore

at sunset in this spiffy shift!
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Nightie
Night
All you need is love—and

an old white T-shirt! What

could give your little girl

sweeter dreams than to 

be wrapped in the love 

of her mommy and daddy

all night long? This project

involves very little sewing;

in fact, it doesn’t even

require a sewing machine

if you don’t have one.

39
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Violet
Wood
Sprite
Who would have dreamed

that such a gorgeous gos-

samer violet wood sprite

frock could be conjured up

out of one of daddy’s old

golf shirts? The T-shirt was

a formerly white freebie

from a tournament and

had become a sallow gray-

ish color over the years. 

As I looked at the old shirt,

some bits of upcycled rib-

bons, and a bottle of dye, 

I began to hatch a plan. 

In a blaze of outside-the-

box-thinking, I sewed 

this project together and

embellished it with noth-

ing but scraps. Who 

wouldn’t enjoy some 

imaginative play in a 

dress that cost nothing 

but brings out the best 

in a girl’s vivid imaginary

world? Picture countless

summer hours spent in 

a sylvan glen as the little

wood sprite chases 

dragonflies and sings

enchanting tunes in this

ethereal violet creation . . .
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Sleeveless
in Seattle
Remember snuggling up 

to your daddy and feeling

that nice tweedy wooly

feeling as you buried your

face in his sport coat?

What a great memory!

Why not make that same

memory for your little girl

using daddy’s discarded

sport coats?

46
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Flutterfly
A dresser scarf with

needlework butterflies 

on each end started it all.

The crocheted butterfly

was begging to be fea-

tured on a nice neutral

gray background for a 

precious little girl. Upcy-

cling the wool sweater

from daddy (and what

daddy doesn’t have an old

gray sweater to donate to

the cause?) and the wool

for the flounces from two

of his tweedy wool jackets

makes this totally “green”

project a charmer. Finding

the cuffs of a pair of

antique pantaloons at 

an estate sale prompted

the addition of the warm

and comfy old-fashioned

bloomers. Can’t you 

picture a little Edwardian

girl twirling a hoop in the

park in this ensemble of

dropped-waist dress and

pantaloons?
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Daddy’s
Little
Firecracker
Daddy’s fine cotton dress

shirts are soft, colorful, and

expensive. Why toss them

when they have a stain or

snag? Recycle them into a

fetching, three-tiered dress

for your little firecracker.

She can wear this on sev-

eral patriotic occasions and

any occasion honoring our

veterans.
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Je T’aime,
Paris
Mommy’s Chanel-like

jacket has been retired

from service but it is a hot

new property for a preteen

clothes-horse daughter.

With a lavender bow in the

back to nip it in and

improve the fit, sassy little

flowers on front, and the

French phrase “I love you,

Paris” beside the Eiffel

Tower on the back, you

have a drop-dead-darling

spring jacket for a tween.

Add a T-shirt and some

jeans and the girl is ready

to stroll down the Champs

Élysées in style.
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52 Pickup
Remember those boxy pas-

tel linen shift dresses from

the ’80s? Bet if you rum-

mage around in a closet or

thrift shop you can turn up

a pretty sherbet-hued linen

dress lined in 100% poly-

ester like this one. The

lovely color, the fact that

there was no extraneous

trim, and the simple shape

made this a perfect candi-

date to recycle from mom’s

closet to a little girl’s

closet. The generous length

of linen is a great place to

experiment with fashioning

a “pickup” skirt at little or

no cost. On top of that, the

dress is way cute on the

munchkin, and munchkin

will love it.
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Lacy Lucy
Mom’s special-occasion

lace tunic served her well,

but she was ready for a

new look. What a boon this

was for daughter dear! The

dress portion of this project

is super easy—no sewing

is required. The pantaloons

are not as simple, but they

are still pretty easy. Store-

bought lacy leggings could

easily be substituted for

the pantaloons to simplify

this project. The giant

shaggy flower could also

be replaced with a no-sew

remade silk flower. There 

is a whole world of possi-

bilities out there for Little

Lacy Lucy. She could go to

a party or a special event

or even sprinkle flower

petals and granola down

the aisle at an eco-friendly

wedding.

62
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Degas’s
Little
Dancer
Have you ever seen Edgar

Degas’s sculpture La Petite

Danseuse de Quatorze Ans

(The Little Fourteen-Year-

Old Dancer)? This lovely

recycled creation instantly

brings that sculpture to

mind. Two of mommy’s

castaway items are upcy-

cled in this lovely special-

occasion confection: The

bodice is a no-longer-worn

sleeveless top made of

stretchy lace, while the

skirt is a blast-from-the-

past pale pink tiered lace

and cotton vintage petti-

coat joined to a beige 

cotton sleeveless tank 

top. The ethereal ivory 

and pale pink colors looked 

like they were meant to be

together. The stretchy lace

top fit a young girl without

modification and the drop-

waisted tiered skirt could

be cropped to the desired

length. Those qualities

made the set perfect for

upcycling for a little dancer,

a flower girl, or any child

yearning to be a fairy.
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Scarlett’s
Curtains
Didn’t you love the part in

Gone With the Wind where

Scarlett makes a beautiful

dress out of the living

room curtains? Well, why

not relive that amazing

moment in fashion history

using the scrap bag? What

could be more fun? This

dress was cut and sewn

from a lonely faded curtain

panel of French toile from

the Reagan era. Don’t

worry about making sure

everything matches on this

project. The toile print

makes a bold statement

that the other linens in

white and pastel colors

complement nicely. The

colorful appliquéd rose on

the hand-towel apron and

the little pops of color on

the white pockets tie this

dress together nicely. The

linen napkin side panels in

muted pastel colors serve

as nice grace notes. This 

is a pastiche of scraps 

that otherwise would 

have been considered

beyond use.
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Sunday
Vest and
Ombre
Skirt
Remember saving some-

thing special to wear as

your Sunday best? Upcy-

cling a little something for

your sweet girl can be a

very satisfying and thrifty

project. The skirt looks

complicated but it isn’t as

bad as it looks. The vest is

a super easy project that

you don’t even need a

sewing machine to make.

What young miss does not

want an ombre shaded

skirt to sashay about in?

The premise is simple. 

All you need is a sack of

unwanted, unused silky

lining fabric.
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Ivory Wood
Sprite
This wood sprite’s dress

was created from nothing

but scraps and leftovers.

The starting place was a

tub of scraps of white and

ivory fabric and bits of rib-

bons. The ivory skirt shape

and bodice were cut from

larger scraps, but many of

the embellishments on the

dress were used in exactly

the shapes they were

found in. The scraps led 

the design process. Left-

over bits of lining fabric

lent themselves to the

roses on the tiara, along

with the scraps of tulle 

and the pearls from a bro-

ken necklace. Could this

dress be any more perfect

for a little wood sprite?

With a few scraps of fabric

and a little creativity, she’s

ready for her sylvan glen

close-up.

76
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Silver
Linings
Every cloud has its silver

lining—and hopefully your

scrap bag does, too! The

scrap bag is an amazing

source of potential proj-

ects. Just a little bit of this

and little bit of that swirled

together with bits and

bobs of lace and trim can

produce a show-stopping

piece of fiber art. Pair this

over-the-top skirt with a

simple wooly corset and 

a plain gray T-shirt and 

you might need sunglasses

to gaze upon this sterling-

silver ensemble.
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Tuesday 
at Windsor
Who doesn’t have a linen

tea towel that was a travel

souvenir from a famous

place? These towels tend

to hang out in the linen

drawer forever with the

sticker tag indicating that

they are 100% pure linen

still stuck on them. They

are so colorful (or colour-

ful, depending on their

country of origin), charm-

ing, and far too beautiful

for the landfill. Pair a 

souvenir tea towel with 

a “days of the week” 

dish towel, some scrap 

bag filler, two cocktail 

napkins, and some wacky

trim and you have a too-

cute-for-words skirt that

will turn heads for all the

right reasons.
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Blue Onion
Frock
Everyone loves blue and

white dishes, so vintage

linens honoring blue and

white china are plentiful.

This creation started with 

a lovely Blue Onion–pat-

tered linen dish towel. 

It still had its Pure Linen

sticker on it—it had never

been used. After thirty or

more years on the shelf,

the tea towel needed a

place in the sun. Three

sweet vintage blue and

white cotton placemats

turned on their ends and

sewn together made the

second half of the skirt.

Some rickrack, some 

ribbons, and some silk

flowers, and it was a 

blue and white charmer.
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Blue Delft
Tunic Top
What to do with four

luncheon-sized blue and

white napkins, too nice 

to use as dust cloths but 

of no earthly use in today’s

lifestyle? Make a peppy lit-

tle top for muffin! Add in

one end of a dresser scarf

for a bodice, the end of

another small dresser scarf

for an apron, and some bits

and bobs of ribbons, trim,

and flowers and you have

a cute little tunic top! Pair

it with jeans, shorts, or 

leggings—or, better still,

make a circle skirt out of 

an old round tablecloth for

a special occasion–worthy

vintage winner!

90
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Magic
Mushroom
In the ’60s and ’70s, 

avocado green and harvest

gold were very popular

colors. Those two colors

reigned in kitchen appli-

ances and other decorative

items. This never-used

magic mushroom linen 

tea towel in that color

scheme was too fun a

graphic to not make an

appearance after 40-plus

years in storage.
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My Little
Poodle
The ’50s and ’60s pro-

duced some beautiful

graphic linen tea towels.

Some of these towels were

so pretty to their owners

that they were never used.

I found this beautiful 

poodle languishing at an

estate sale with its original

“Pure Linen” sticker still on

it. The poodle seemed to

be yearning to break out 

of the musty linen drawer

at last and bring joy to

some little girl.
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Blue Bird
and Bow
Peep
Do you hoard lovely 

pastel linen guest 

towels but never use

them? Does your grand-

mother have a stash of fine

guest towels just growing

old in a linen closet? Step

up and give a new life to

these beautiful treasures

from a different era. It’s 

a design puzzle you’ll love

putting together and an

heirloom that will thrill and

delight your child or grand-

child. Start collecting the

puzzle parts now. The

hardest part of this project

is collecting the compo-

nents in the perfect colors

to make your heart sing.
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Hankie 
Blankie
Did your grandmother

always carry a freshly laun-

dered and ironed hankie 

in her pocketbook? Today

that tradition has been

replaced with paper tissues

and some hand sanitizer.

Progress marches on, leav-

ing behind hundreds of

graphic treasures too good

to toss! Use them to make 

a hankie blankie for new

baby, covered in family

memories. Collect a hankie

or two from family mem-

bers and friends, pick up

two remnants of colorful

fleece, and make a mean-

ingful, useful, colorful gift

for any new baby.

102
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Hankie 
Top and
Tablecloth
Skirt
Simply sweet—that is

what you call a top made

from two pretty little vin-

tage hankies. Want to give

a new baby in your family

something with sentimen-

tal value, but don’t have 

a big budget? Want to give

something that is upcycled

but has family memories

included? This is your 

project! If you are feeling

confident, add a round

tablecloth skirt to the mix

and you have a completely

green outfit for your little

sweetie. Since they are not

so hot in current decorat-

ing trends, it is easy to find

a really nice little round

tablecloth for not a lot of

money at estate sales and

thrift shops. Better still, 

bet a relative has one and

would be happy to donate

it for the enhancement of

Little Bit’s wardrobe.

104
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Hankie
Tutus
The graphics, embellish-

ments, and colors on vin-

tage handkerchiefs are all

irresistible! Use your great-

auntie’s hankie collection

or find inexpensive hankies

at estate sales. Hankies

bring a whole lot of perky

color and punch to a girl’s

wardrobe for such a little

expenditure. Hankie tutus

make the best shower gifts

you can imagine. Paired

with a matching onesie

and tucked into a glory 

of tissue paper, they are

shower show-stoppers!

The hankie tutu also works

as a charming skirt over

shorts or leggings for a

toddler or young girl.
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